
Virtual Factory Acceptance Testing
Let Powell Bring our Factory Acceptance Testing Experience to You

What to Expect
Powell can support virtual factory acceptance testing requirements through a variety 
of test options tailored specific to your project needs and scope.  Virtual FAT’s provide 
a cost effective alternative to traditional in-person testing by reducing, or eliminating, 
travel costs while allowing multiple key members of the project to participate - no 
matter where they are located.  Powell’s virtual FAT process provides the flexibility you 
need to add value to your review and approval of finished products prior to shipment.   
Secure hardware/software platforms for scheduling and conducting virtual FAT’s is 
available at all Powell divisions globally and is managed through a standard Powell 
process, similar to in-person inspections.
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Benefits
• Reduce overall project costs
• Reduce, or eliminate, travel time and 

expenses
• Include multiple parties from different 

office locations in the factory accepting 
testing process

• Verify correction of any discrepancies 
visually prior to shipment

Pricing
Please contact your Powell sales executive to 
learn more about our virtual FAT process, our 
experience in conducting virtual FAT’s, and 
to discuss the right virtual inspection option.

Virtual FAT Options to Fit your Needs and Budget
Powell offers a variety of virtual FAT options to meet your project needs.  From simple one-camera visual inspection set-ups to 
multi-camera full functional equipment inspections, Powell has the equipment and trained personnel to accommodate whatever 
your project requires.  Talk with your Powell sales executive to discuss the option right for you.

Conferencing Platforms
Powell’s preferred conferencing technology utilizes Microsoft Teams®, but we can accommodate a wide variety of video 
conferencing technologies to support your existing system needs or company approved video conferencing software.
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